The boundary between classical and quantum correlations is well characterised by linear constraints called Bell inequalities. It is much harder to characterise the boundary of the quantum set itself in the space of no-signaling correlations. For the points on the quantum boundary that violate maximally some Bell inequalities, Oppenheim and Wehner [Science 330, 1072[Science 330, (2010] pointed out a complex property: the optimal measurements of Alice steer Bob's local state to the eigenstate of an effective operator corresponding to its maximal eigenvalue. This effective operator is the linear combination of Bob's local operators induced by the coefficients of the Bell inequality, and it can be interpreted as defining a fine-grained uncertainty relation. It is natural to ask whether the same property holds for other points on the quantum boundary, using the Bell expression that defines the tangent hyperplane at each point. We prove that this is indeed the case for a large set of points, including some that were believed to provide counterexamples. The price to pay is to acknowledge that the Oppenheim-Wehner criterion does not respect equivalence under the no-signaling constraint: for each point, one has to look for specific forms of writing the Bell expressions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The violation of Bell inequalities [3, 4] is one of the clearest examples in which quantum resources outperform classical ones: the outcomes of local measurements on a shared entangled quantum state cannot in general be reproduced by reading shared classical information. In other words, the quantum set of probability distributions is strictly larger than the (classical) local set. It is also known that shared entanglement cannot be used at a later time to exchange a message, but quantum theory does not achieve all the possible no-signaling probability distribution [24] .
The resources "shared quantum states" thus hang somehow between two easily formulated types of resources. This observation has triggered the effort to find a physical or information-theoretical principle that would identify the quantum set. Some of these tentative principles are device-independent: they can be formulated at the level of probability distributions [17, 22] ; they failed to reach the quantum set [15] . Others rely on the quantum formalism and extrapolate from it. The observation made by Oppenheim and Wehner (OW) [20] , which is the focus of this paper, belongs to the latter category. In a nutshell, OW recast Bell inequalities in terms of steering from Alice to Bob, in a way that highlights that violation can come from two contributions: the capacity of Alice to steer Bob's state, and the "certainty" of the statistics of Bob's different measurements. Then, for several examples including the iconic Clauser-HorneShimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality [8] , they proved that the point of maximal quantum violation is characterized by both full steerability and an amount of certainty as high as allowed by some uncertainty relations.
A link between bipartite nonlocality and local uncertainty relations is definitely an observation worth closer scrutiny. In particular, it is natural to ask whether the property holds beyond the examples studied in Ref. [20] , and ultimately perhaps for the whole of the quantum boundary. A few months ago, Ramanathan and coworkers answered negatively to the latter conjecture, by producing Bell expressions for which the OW property does not hold [25] . Though correct, their conclusion overlooks a subtle feature of the OW property that was known by some but had never been highlighted in a publication. We need to explain this feature to motivate our contribution (more details will be given in II B below).
If I ≤ I L is a Bell inequality, for every constant k it is clear that I + k ≤ I L + k is an equivalent way of writing the same inequality (in particular, the point on the quantum boundary that reaches the quantum maximum I Q is going to be the same). Now, the constant k can be written in various ways exploiting the normalisation of probabilities and the no-signaling constraints. For instance, it is known that the so-called CH inequality [7] is equivalent to CHSH for no-signaling correlations; and everyone who has worked with the Collins-LindenGisin-Massar-Popescu (CGLMP) inequalities knows that various authors adopt different ways of expressing them [9, 27, 30] . The algorithmic classification of Bell inequalities by Rosset and coworkers [26] makes a systematic use of this equivalence. Now, it turns out that the OW way of dealing with Bell inequalities does not respect this equivalence: if the OW property holds for a Bell expression I, it may well not hold for an equivalent Bell expression I + k if the constant k is written in a way that exploits the no-signaling constraint.
On the one hand, this features makes the OW approach significantly weaker than one might have hoped. On the other hand though, to prove that the OW property does not hold for some points on the quantum boundary, it is not sufficient to work with specific Bell expressions: one should prove that, given a point on the quantum boundary, OW holds for no Bell expression that is maximised by that point. In short, since the OW property is at best a "there exist" statement, its negation must take the form of a "for all" statement. In this paper, we are going to show that the OW link holds for several known examples of points on the quantum boundary, including those of the alleged counterexamples just mentioned. No counterexample having been found, it remains an open conjecture whether the OW property holds on the whole of the quantum boundary.
II. METHODOLOGY A. Definitions and notations
Consider a bipartite (m A , m B , n A , n B )-scenario: Alice's measurements are indexed by x ∈ {1, ..., m A } and their outcomes are labeled a ∈ {1, ..., n A }; Bob's measurements are indexed by y ∈ {1, ..., m B } and their outcomes are labeled b ∈ {1, ..., n B }. A probability point P will be described by all the P (ab|xy). A Bell inequality, denoted by I(P ), can be written as a linear sum of conditional probabilities upper bounded by its maximum value achievable by local realistic resources, I L .
For a given Bell inequality, the values of V abxy are not uniquely defined. Hence, different V abxy , or Bell expressions, are equivalent Bell inequalities which are maximally violated by the same point on the quantum boundary. By rewriting the left-hand side of equation (1):
whereB(x, a) = by V abxy Π y b . Denoting λ (x,a) the largest eigenvalue ofB(x, a), it obviously holds B (x, a) ρ B|x,a ≤ λ (x,a) . Inspired by the approach of Oppenheim and Wehner [20] , we call OW-game a Bell expression for which these inequalities are saturated at the boundary of the quantum set:
where I Q is the maximum value of I(P ) achievable by quantum resources. In words: in an OW-game, with her optimal measurements Alice steers Bob's state precisely to the eigenvector of the effective operator B(x, a), for all inputs x and outputs a. Oppenheim and Wehner proved that several XOR games, including the one based on the CHSH inequality, are OW-games. Apart from the contents of subsections III C and III D, the results of this paper are obtained in the (2, 2, 2, 2) Bell scenario, so we introduce a convenient notation. Labelling x, y ∈ {0, 1} and a, b ∈ {0, 1}, we represent Bell expressions as tables
B. The OW property does not respect equivalence under no-signaling
In the (2, 2, 2, 2) scenario, the only tight Bell inequality (facet of the local polytope) is the famous CHSH inequality [8] . Its maximal violation defines a single point on the quantum boundary. The basic results of the OppenheimWehner paper is that (3) holds for that point. What is not explicit from the paper is that the conclusion depends on the Bell expression that is used: the XOR CHSH game is an OW-game, but other Bell expressions that define the same inequality (and are in particular maximised by the same point) may not be OW-games. This observation is the basis of all this work, so let us provide an explicit example.
We start with the CHSH XOR game
It has I L CHSH = 2 and I Q CHSH = 2 + √ 2. The state and measurements that achieve I Q can be uniquely written, up to local isometries, as
. Now, consider the following re-writing: 
The Bell expression I 2 is CGLMP 2 in the version of Zohren and Gill [30] , which was already known to be equivalent to CHSH for no-signaling P 's. Indeed, let's prove that the rightmost table is a complicated way of writing the constant k = 3 for no-signaling P 's. The top left block is P (00|00) + 2P (01|00) + P (11|00) = P A (0|0) + P B (1|0). Treating the two offdiagonal blocks similarly, we find that the table repre-
Again because of no-signaling, one has P A (1|1) = P (10|11) + P (11|11) and P B (0|1) = P (00|11) + P (10|11), which proves the claim.
It follows from these observations that I Q 2 is obtained for the same point on the quantum boundary that gives I Q CHSH , which as we said is achievable only with the states and measurements written above. Then, given the operators, the bounds B(x, a) ≤ λ (x,a) of I 2 are given in terms of the P (b|y, a x ) by < 2 = λ 2(0,a) for both a = 0, 1. Hence, the CGLMP 2 game I 2 is not an OW-game. This case study shows that different Bell expressions may behave differently on the OW characterization.
C. Transformations that represent equivalence under no-signaling
As explained with the example of CHSH and CGLMP 2 , we are going to look for alternative Bell expressions of the same inequality obtained by adding a constant term k, and check if at least one of them defines an OW-game.
In our notation, a Bell expression of a Bell inequality I is represented by the table (4) -we keep the discussion in the (2,2,2,2) Bell scenario, but the generalisation is obvious. First notice that tables of the type
for a real number k, and convex combinations thereof, do indeed represent the constant k due to the normalisation constraint a,b P (a, b|x, y) = 1 ∀x, y. This representation of a constant is pretty trivial and indeed one can check that the OW character of a Bell expression is not changed by adding k expressed in this way. For instance, starting from a Bell expression I, one can always construct I ′ with the same OW character such that all the V abxy are non-negative.
If we now enforce the no-signalling constraint for Bob P (b|x = 0, y) = P (b|x = 1, y) = P (b|y), we obtain less trivial representations of the same constant:
and convex combinations thereof. Similarly, enforcing the no-signaling constraint for Alice P (a|x, y = 0) = P (a|x, y = 1) = P (a|x), we have the additional representations Having come to terms with this flexibility, it is convenient to recast the same information in difference tables
with
This representation is handy because the transformations allowed by no-signaling take a very simple form. Indeed, two difference tables are equivalent under no-signaling if and only if there exist α, β, γ, δ ∈ R such that
In particular, if a difference table D k represents a constant k under the no-signaling constraints for Alice and Bob, there must exist α, β, γ, δ such that
D. Checking for OW-games
Having introduced the context, we can finally explain how one can look for an OW-game.
First notice that even the verification of the OW criterion for a given Bell expression is not trivial a priori. Indeed, while the property of "being at the quantum boundary" is determined by the Bell expression alone, checking the OW criterion involves finding the states and operators that realize the quantum point P . For a generic Bell expression, it is not known how to find such a quantum realisation; and even once one is found, there is no guarantee that it is unique. If P could be obtained with inequivalent realisations of the state and the measurements, one would have to say whether saturation of (3) holds for all realisations, or it is enough that it holds for one. As it turns out, for all the cases explicitly studied so far, a P on the quantum boundary can be obtained by a unique choice of the state and the measurements, up to local isometries ("self-testing"). The independent conjecture that self-testing holds on the whole quantum boundary is interesting in its own right, but we don't address it here.
Having clarified how the OW criterion is going to tested, we need to move one step back and explain how one can try and guess a Bell expression that is a candidate for OW-game, given all the freedom allowed by the equivalence under no-signaling. The heuristic method we found consists in enforcing first some necessary conditions. Indeed, it is clear that the OW criteria (3) can only be satisfied ifB(x, a) is diagonal in the basis which ρ B|x,a is diagonal. This condition imposes several constraints on V abxy , that largely restrict the candidate Bell expressions. The remaining ones can then be tested directly. In Appendix A we describe in greater detail how these constraints are used in the case of self-testing points in the (2, 2, 2, 2) Bell scenario.
III. POINTS WITH OW-GAME
We present now the points on the quantum boundary for which we have found an OW-game. For the (2, 2, 2, 2) Bell scenario, we first discuss the two points that allegedly provided counterexamples (III A), then two whole families of points (III B). Then we present one point in the (2, 2, d, d) Bell scenario, the one that violates maximally the CGLMP d inequality (III C). Finally, one point in a three-partite scenario, the one that violates maximally the Mermin inequality, together with the suitable definition of steering in the multipartite case (III D).
A. Alleged counterexamples
Ramanathan and coworkers [25] provided two games that are not OW-games. As we know by now, this is not sufficient to prove that there is no OW-game for the corresponding points on the quantum boundary -and as it turns out, there is.
For the first point, we use the family of Bell expressions
(13) The fact that the rightmost table is equal to k = 2Γ for no-signaling P 's can be checked with the tools described above. The bounds B(x, a) ≤ λ (x,a) now read
In Ref. [25] it is proved that I c1 (0) self-tests a given twoqubit state and suitable measurements; and that the OW criteria (3) do not hold. However, using those same state and measurements, for Γ ≃ 0.4648162 we find numerically that the criteria hold, with λ c1(0,0) = λ c1(0,1) ≃ 0.821605, λ c1(1,0) ≃ 1.76759, λ c1(1,1) ≃ 1.89197.
For the second point, we use the Bell expressions 
because the table we added is equal to k = 0 for nosignaling P 's. The corresponding bounds
are not saturated for Γ = 0, as proved in Ref. [25] ; but they are for Γ ≃ 0.5601320, in which case λ c2(0,0) = λ c2(0,1) = λ c2(1,1) ≃ 1.84450, λ c2(1,0) ≃ 1.64649.
B. Families of points
Even for the (2, 2, 2, 2)-scenario, we do not know a complete parametrisation of the quantum boundary. The most famous family of points is the three-parameter family that describes the slice with unbiased marginals P (a|x) = P (b|y) = 1 2 . The boundary is known to be given by x,y (−1) xy Arcsin(E xy ) = π with E xy = P (a = b|xy) − P (a = b|xy), or suitable permutations of the settings and the outcomes [6, 10] . The points on these boundaries are also those that self-test |Φ + in the (2, 2, 2, 2)-scenario [28] . Now, for E xy ≡ cos α xy = ±1, the inequality that describes the tangent to each of these points can be cast as the game [14, 28] 
This is a weighted XOR game, the non-zero V abxy being different for different (x, y). We checked numerically that the OW criteria (3) hold by sampling 156849 such points at random.
The other family that we consider is the one-parameter family of the points that violate maximally one of the tilted CHSH inequalities αE
Each of these points self-tests a corresponding partially entangled qubit state |ψ(θ) = cos θ|00 + sin θ|11 with α = 2/ √ 1 + 2 tan 2 2θ, for the measurements A 0 = σ z , A 1 = σ x , B 0 = cos µσ z + sin µσ x and B 1 = cos µσ z − sin µσ x where tan µ = sin 2θ [2, 29] . For these points, we work with the family of Bell expressions
The rightmost table is k = 2 sin 2 θ for no-signaling P 's, so the local bound is I L α (Γ) = 2 + α − 2Γ sin 2 θ. The case Γ = 0 is the game that one would naturally write down from the inequality as stated, but it can be checked that it is not an OW-game for any α ∈ (0, 2] [19] . However, Γ = 1 provides an OW-game. In this case, the bounds B(x, a) ≤ λ (x,a) are given by
with λ α(0,0) = 1 + . Similarly, I
′ α (Γ) is an OW-game for the case Γ = 1 but not Γ = 0. In the case Γ = 1, the bounds B(y, b) ≤ λ (y,b) are given by
For the steering scenario of Bob to Alice, the probabilities written above are P (a|x b y ). A final remark: we have also explored a third family of points, those that violate maximally the "Hardy inequalities" introduced by by Mančinska and Wehner [11] . We have strong numerical evidence of both the fact that a sample of these points are self-testing and that one can construct OW-games for each of them. We don't think that this paper will be significantly improved by a detailed presentation of these optimisations as they stand.
C. OW-games with more outcomes: maximal violation of CGLMP d
In this section, we leave the (2, 2, 2, 2)-scenario to discuss one point with OW-game in the (2, 2, d, d )-scenario, for any d ≥ 3. Concretely, we consider the points that violate maximally each of the CGLMP d inequalities. The conclusions of this subsection rely on the conjecture that the maximal quantum violation is indeed achieved by the points constructed below (proved up to numerical preci-sion for d ≤ 8, see Table 1 of [16] ). We have also to warn that the self-testing of the states and measurements has been proved so far only for d = 3 [29] .
We denote x, y ∈ {0, 1} as the measurement settings and a, b ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1} as the outcomes for Alice and Bob respectively. In this scenario, the Collins-GisinLinden-Massar-Popescu (CGLMP) inequalities [9] are a class of facets. Maybe the most compact way of writing the CGLMP inequality is that of Zohren and Gill:
where P (a x ≤ b y ) = a≤b P (ab|xy) [30] . As it happened for d = 2, this form is not an OW-game (see Appendix B for the explicit proof in the case d = 3). An OW-game based on CGLMP 3 was constructed in Ref. [25] :
This construction can be generalised to high dimensional case. Now consider the non-local game
G d is also a weighted XOR game. It's easy to check that G 2 is the CHSH-XOR game [20] and G 3 is the game presented in Ref. [25] . In fact,
It can be shown that this is an OW-game for all d, under the conjecture mentioned above on the form of the optimal measurements. We leave the proof of this statement to Appendix C.
D. Multipartite example: Maximal Violation of Mermin Inequality
All discussions made on OW criteria in the literature focus on bipartite Bell scenarios, which is not surprising because the idea of steering is somehow naturally bipartite. However, a multipartite generalisation of steering has been introduced. Following the work of Cavalcanti and coworkers [5] , in the tripartite Bell scenario, one can distinguish two types of steering: (i) 1 black box that steers to 2 characterised devices and (ii) 2 black boxes that steer to 1 characterised device. Each type of steering would give rise to different sets of OW criteria, namely:
(ii):
B(x, y, a, b) :
and λ (x,a) and λ (x,y,a,b) are the largest eigenvalues of B(x, a) andB(x, y, a, b) respectively. We study the point that violates maximally the Mermin inequality [13] 
When rewritten to the form of a Bell expression, we get:
where V abcxyz = δ a⊕b⊕c,x∨y∨z δ xyz,000 δ xyz,011 δ xyz,101 δ xyz,110 (26) The maximal quantum bound of I M (P ) is given by 4 and it self-tests [21] the measured quantum to be the GHZ state
and the measurements to bê
Hence, one can easily check that:
Thus, this concludes that Mermin inequality is an OWgame for both types of steering.
IV. CONCLUSION
The quantum set of correlations is defined by all the P (ab|xy) that can be obtained by measuring quantum states, without any constraint on the Hilbert space dimension of the underlying system. The characterization of its boundary in terms of physical or mathematical properties is still elusive. In this paper, we have shown that the Oppenheim-Wehner criteria are fulfilled by many points on the quantum boundary, including some that can't maximise any XOR game and two that were believed to provide counterexamples.
No counterexample has been found so far, which may inspire the conjecture that every point on the quantum boundary, in any scenario, has an associated OW-game. In order to test the truth of this conjecture, one would have to solve long standing problems that are of interest in themselves (and even arguably of greater interest). Indeed, in order to state the OW criteria, one needs the knowledge of the state and the measurements that realise the probability point on the quantum boundary. It is not even sure that such a point is unique: this is an open conjecture on self-testing. Even taking uniqueness for granted, it would be a breakthrough by itself, if one were able to provide the quantum realisation of the maximal violation of a generic Bell expression (even for Bell inequalities this is usually unknown).
In the context of nonlocal games, it would be interesting to study in which context the choice of a representation that is a OW-game may be an advantage. It must clearly be a situation in which the equivalence under nosignaling is not important.
Appendix A: Enforcing necessary conditions for the (2, 2, 2, 2) Bell scenario under self-testing
In this appendix we show more explicitly how to implement the constraints discussed in section II D in the case of self-testing probability distributions in the (2, 2, 2, 2) Bell scenario. In this scenario, we are guaranteed that the maximal Bell violation by a quantum resource can be achieved by a pure bipartite qubits state and projective measurements [12] . If the point is self-testing, then it does self-test a pure two-qubit state and those measurements. In particular, the steered state on Bob will be a pure qubit state.
Define now the unitary transformation U x,a such that
The projectors written in the basis where the steered state is diagonal are given in the following form:
where p 0 (x, a), q 0 (x, a), p 1 (x, a) and q 1 (x, a) are some real numbers between 0 and 1. The necessary conditions which for a Bell expresssion to be an OW-game on V abxy are then
(A6) In particular, for cases where the r(x, a) := q0(x,a) q1(x,a) are well-defined for all x, a pairs, an OW-game has the form of:
where the capital Roman alphabet letters are free variables.
In order to check whether a point may have an OWgame, we can now take any Bell expression I that is maximally violated by that point, and check if there exist an OW-game such that I − OW = k. As discussed above, this is going to be simplest by passing in the difference representation and using equation (12) .
Appendix B: The Zohren-Gill version of CGLMP3 is not an OW-game
In this section, we show that I 3 as defined in equation (18) is not an OW-game.
The bounds B(x, a) ≤ λ (x,a) are given by:
P (0|0, 0 0 ) + P (1|0, 0 0 ) + P (2|0, 0 0 ) + P (0|1, 0 0 ) ≤ λ 3(0,0) P (1|0, 1 0 ) + P (2|0, 1 0 ) + P (0|1, 1 0 ) + P (1|1, 1 0 ) ≤ λ 3(0,1) P (2|0, 2 0 ) + P (0|1, 2 0 ) + P (1|1, 2 0 ) + P (2|1, 2 0 ) ≤ λ 3(0,2) P (0|0, 0 1 ) + P (1|1, 0 1 ) + P (2|1, 0 1 ) ≤ λ 3(1,0)
P (0|0, 1 1 ) + P (1|0, 1 1 ) + P (2|1, 1 1 ) ≤ λ 3(1,1) P (0|0, 2 1 ) + P (1|0, 2 1 ) + P (2|0, 2 1 ) ≤ λ 3 (1, 2) Since the maximal violation of the CGLMP 3 inequality is self-testing [29] , the optimal state and measurements to violate the CGLMP 3 inequality are unique up to local isometries. The optimal state is given by |ψ γ = (|00 + γ |11 + |22 ) / 2 + γ 2 where γ =
[1], while the optimal measurements are described in equation (C2). Hence, it is possible to study the the inequalities B(x, a) ≤ λ (x,a) at the point of maximal CGLMP 3 violation. Table I shows the values of B(x, a) and λ 3(x,a) ∀x, a when I 3 (P ) = I Q : since they are different, the non-local game I 3 does not exhibit the OW property. In this Appendix, we provide the explicit proof that the non-local game G d defined in (19) is an OW-game for all d.
We first write the non-local game G d in a way to show Alice's steering: [9] . For large d, this form of the optimal measurements is conjectured based on numerical results [30] .
It follows that
and similarly,
